KIT BAGS
The PTENSYS® Triage Bag contains
everything needed to bring basic
organization to a chaotic scene
and initiate priority treatments for
immediate life threatening conditions.
Simple and easily accessible triage tape
helps categorize patients for treatment
and transport.
Battle-tested supplies enable control of major hemorrhage,
airway compromise, and pneumothorax. Be it in sports and
entertainment venues, transport hubs, hotels, malls, schools
or at a pre-planned special event, the PTENSYS® Triage Bag
brings critical abilities to an MCI early, when and where they
are most needed.

The PTENSYS® Airway Bag augments
the initial airway capabilities of the
PTENSYS® Kit bag. While many MCI
patients are well managed with basic
techniques and airway adjuncts,
the well trained medical provider
will find the more advanced airway
management provided by the Airway
Bag’s supraglotic devices to be
beneficial in many complex situations.
It contains both supraglotic devices and additional basic
airway adjuncts that sit within the PTENSYS® Kit bag and
can also be added to the PTENSYS® Cabinet as an additional
resource for when incidents lead to greater numbers of
patients with respiratory compromise.
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KIT BAGS

Introducing
everything
you need to
treat burns in
one unique kit.

The PTENSYS® burns kit carries all the essential items for
treating burn injuries in one easily accessible location,
allowing immediate treatment. These kit bags are designed
to be highly recognisable and easily distinguishable from
the other essential PTENSYS® emergency kits.
The contents in this unique kit are particularly appropriate
for dealing with chemical, biological, radiological and

nuclear (CBRN) situations. The use of these is one of the
risks that deliberate attacks present. Alternatively, these
kits can also be used in a setting where chemicals are
produced.
Each floodlit kit bag contains a selection of essential
supplies including water gel and gauze and is designed to
treat at least four patients.

visit www.tytekmedical.com/PTENSYS
for further information or to talk to us about your PTENSYS®
requirements for your venues and events.
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